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A l' !ill] )1.S t )WA R1 XS CAREER EDU('A )1\1
ImNtinc ATIoN AND CHANGE

Kaare Jacobsen

and

Harry N. Drier

Within a societ charactcrized bs rapid social and technological change, the te..ching process
and fr,r that matter. learning. eAtreniek complex.. Information presented today may be out-
dated tomorrow. A teaelung or learning cm nonment appropriate to (MC period of cultural transi-
tion mat be mappropilate another. Tl.c teacher's role is subject to considerable shifts requir-
ing skills tart hill. al..t.l)rdini.", to the time. the place. and the individual with whom the teacher is
working.

We are !king in a transitional age where coda% % on th are incolced with more adc amt.(' kinds
of thinking. analysis. and taluinz. than ant other known group in iiistorc. How will arithmetic be
taugllt when each elementary studcat will !we his or her own pocket electronic calculator? How
will histor be taught when students can dial a number and view historical films-on tclecision
screens. or retries e mierolic he pages from ant of a million books? Jungl of the Northwest Re-
gional Educational Laborators states that "educators will be living the answers to such questions
in the coining years.

This is an age of change that requires new and rapid adjustment. Moffitt-- writes that

its impact on education is an ongoing challenge. It is the basic reason determining the
need Ii,r continuous education for all people and particularly of all teachers. Without
continuing studs. teacher knowledge and teacher performance soon become obsolete.

Education is Lon tillii<111 c.rlled up-`n to change. It is understandable that when knowledge is ex-
panded. learning and teaching methods are discosered and new resources become available, con-
siderable retraining of educators must occur thus demanding change in teacher education. Teacher
in scrticc cdecation is a major method of providing teachers the opportunity to increase efficiency,
develop new skills, and provide for continual learning.

iChailes Jung. "1,,souctional Systems for Professional Development.- l'hecny Imo Pactice.
Columbus: Tile Ohio State University. College of Education, 1972. pp. 276-277.

John C. Moffitt. In service Education lot Teachers. Washington. D.C.: The Center for
Applied Research] in Education. Inc., 1963. pp. 6-7.
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In-sercicc cdacatwu 1, .1 pia 14 ptoces. lot influencing, teacher behavior with the intent of
changing o ni liblif% oudicuits Ind instructional practices to be used to out schools. Harris
and Ressentl gn !) lit proposukns pioxiding a conceptual fraintwork for education to plan lot
and initiate change. I htn.

sen Ice CdtRatitql II\ .1 pro) ess fot change

2 Changes through in-sci vice education take place in an organizational context

31 In-senile education is a process f,nr planned change

In-s:rxice education is one of Seeral organizational changes and takes plate through
personnel do elopment

In-seiviee education tepresents interientions directed toward deliberate, planned changes.
Harris and Ilessent4 rifer to planned change. using an agent of changesomeone who examines
the existing state in light of s)anc future desired condition. The change agent then intervenes
somehow to change events to reach a ch.sired goal. The ultimate goal is to improve and make
more effectie the educational opportunities for children. The focus is on educational renewal
procedures designed to f.,cilizate ludic ichial and group growth of teachers within the public schools.

The chatactetistics of a successful program of staff development have been enumerated b)
Finnegan.5 Successful program characteristics arc:

1 Designed to meet genuine needs of the educational staff. pupils. and citizens of the
community. as determined by group study and judgment;

2) Planned and admini,tered cooperatively with objectives clearly established;

3) Designed to provide help of a practical, concrete nature;

4) Designed to be continuous and planned on a long-term basis;

5 Considered an integral part of the educational process;

lllen M. Harris and Wailand Ressent, lit-service Education, .1 Guide to Better Practice.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. Inc., 1969. p. 16.

p. 19.

'3Harri, Finnegan, "Into Thy Hands . Staff Development," Theoty Into Practice. Columbus:
The Ohio State University, College of Education, 1972, p. 216.
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Dagned to be .1Tilon .:enteid:

7) Based on sound principles of learning, and:

Designed to 1)1(A:de a permissive atmosphere conducive to creativity.

In strvl. cdu,ation toda% cannot be viewed as a frill in an add-on activity to take place at
di beginning br .10% others single point ill tulle 01 any a hool ) ear. It MUSE be C011Sideled an in
regral leaturc, v,oen into lilt ongoing instructional progiam and organirational IAA it. td the sys-
tem. [widow. ma! to k litik atit,11.11 change. stiatcg,) is total school staff imolvement. If education
is to Ilit'et the tit:Wand of tilt time. it must plan fin change by invoh ing the entire school staff.
Gorman(' writes in the recommended guidelines for in-service development:

When all of the educational personnel involved with Career Education arc a part of
the in-service education program. then, it will be more likely that the program will
have a positive enduring el tect in the to 11 educational environment.

Any school district considering, in .Ner-,,ice training needs for all their staff members is likely
to face %inn*: difficult issues. Rapid educational change. like that being called for in career educa-
tion. calls fin continual in- service education of existing staff. School budgc , are inadequate in
maw, districts and die cost of in-service education is increasing. As costs increase, there will be
pressure to limit staff renewal to those staff meinbeis who can profit the most. This is critical
because to exclude av teachers from participating in in-service may hinder the adoption process.
Many educational changes arc long lasting and need total staff involvement and support. This is
especially troe of careen education pre,entl) serving as a change model that demands long-range
planning time to develop. test. and evaluate.

There is another inherent problem in the development and implementation of career educa-
tion. The emphasis on an engineering effort in curriculum development could pose a problem of
teacher nonimukement. As more tested programs and products are developed and installed,
teachers mav assume a passive resistive role in implementation.

Teachcr resistance to change and general indifference to in-service education las been known
for maw; Coon.' in a study of attitudes of teachers and administrators toward lugh school

()Anna M. Gorman. et al., Operation Resources for Teachet Educators and Other Lducational
Pcisonnel Concerned with Teat hing the Disadvantaged Learner. Columbus: The Center for Voca-
tional and Technical Education. The Ohio State University, March 1972, pp. 27-29.

7H. Coon. I Study of the ,Ittitucles of Teachers and Adrzinistrators Toward High School
Lunienhon VigailLatitms. unpublished Ph.!). dissertation, 1951. 'Flue Ohio State University.



leorganization, learnt.! tilt ctnttl,ls1t)tl that "teachers are Ingli1N tesistant to signilioini tmil t alum
change. mole so than cithei adininistiatois, students, or parents."

Asa it stilt t IttitIV :11N,t)1% log, 21? sele( zed s(hools of the Noi iii COMA ANStIt 1.111011. \\ ebt.r8

id. litifies the unprofessional al titudes of it ae het, treating the gi eat( st bai c hange. Ihese
attitudes stein how "a generalized feeling of opposition to change: a gellelal disposition of Inuit-
It rciit .11(d eumplaetne% , the holding of tenure rights and the feeling that adininistiators
assume the responsibilitc lot educational changes and curriculum! iiiipic)vements." This was eon-
firmed by Berry and Mcirfin9 who state that

the reaching personnel toward whom in-service education is directed often create the
greatest barrier to success of these programs. Indifference, negativism, resistance, lack
of interest, apathy, complacency. and inertia may be identified as factors which some-
times limit individuals or whole faculties in efforts at growth through in-service tech-
niques.

Sarason,1° in observing the problem of change in a school, recognizes that "there will be
groups that will feel obligated to obstruct, diert, or defeat the proposed change." In establish-
ing priorities for theory of change, he states that

recognizing and dealing, with this source of opposition is not a matter of choice, prefer-
ence, or personal aesthetics. The chance of achieving intended outcomes becomes near
zero when the sources of opposition are not faced, if only because it is tantamount to
denial ()I avoidance of the reality of existing social forces and relationships in the partic-
ular setting.

A problem of greater magnitude is to design in service education programs to deal effectively
with the resisti.c personalite. There has been little research dealing with the magnitude of change
ant' personality types. Less research has ...undt4..-tcd on the personality that is iesistive to in-
fluence. Goldstein and a.,soeiates1 I write that "surprisingly little interest has been generated in
stuck,* the characteristics of those who are resistive to influence:. What acids to the problem
is that tesistame to influence is held in a high regard by many people in society. Pepinsky12

8W. E. \Veber. "Ot,stacles to be Overcome in a Program of Teacher Education In-service,"
hducational .Idministration aml Supervision, Vol. 28, Nov. 1962, pp. 609-614.

9j.
K. Bert. and M. Murfin, "Meeting Barriers to 1n-service Education." Educational Leader-

ship, Vol. 17. No. 6. March 1960. p. 354.

niour B. Sarason, Culture of the School and the Problem of Change. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon. Inc.. 1971. p. 59.

I I A. P. Goldstein, K. Heller and L. B. Sechrest, Psychotherapy and the Psychology of Be-
haviot Change. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966, p. 153.

I2P. N. Pepinsky. "Sotial Exceptions that Prove the Rule." in I. A. Berg and B. M. Bass (eds.).
Conformity and Deviation. New York: Harper, 1966, pp. 380-411.



V1,11(Cs (11,11 ICSIS(.111l C to in luent t, tun,ideted positively calm d (ion ut out t ninny .1t twit
indu ming ptuduttty, non, mit\ 111 LontraNt to the hult lest at, Ii done to detel mine die

of the resistive personality a great deal of leseaieli has bek n done l)11 (11l' 11)1111/111

p In ieviewing, 11(C1,1WIC 011 the 1-11,11,1L(CIISCILS of the peisonalitv . BI.ikt

Mouth 13 offer the following conclusions:

Results show that those who are more susceptible to conformity pressures are more
likely to be submissive, low in self-eunfidenee, show less nervous tension, score higher
on authority scales, be less intelligent. less original, and to score on the simplicity end
of the dimension of the complexity-simplicity scale.

An underlying purpose of this discussion is to point out the importance of gaining more
knowledge and understanding of per suns who are resistive to influence. The inabilit:' of educa-
tional decision-inakers to discriminate between the ,informing personalities and the early adopters
emphasizes the impuitanee of developing teacher in-service progiams that are specifically designed
for teachers who are resistive to influence.

Approaches Considered

Given that teachers' indifference and resistance must be considered when designing in-scivice
education programs, a major question can be asked. How can a .)taff development effort be opera
tiunalized to maximize the assimilation of career education in a particular school district?

There are many approaches that could be developed to address the above mentioned ques-
tion. For example, it could be assumed that variations among district staff members in terms of
their acceptance of and eommitment to the philosophical and operational tenet., ale negligible and
will nut affect staff development outeumes. Neglecting these variations could be a mistake in terms
of long hinge planning. The danger is that program innovators .nul educational decision-makers
who are eager fur positive initial suppol t and exclude the resistive personality that may represent
the loth -team positive effect needed for total program adoption.

A seeond approach could be to make a comprehensive attempt at creating a positive affeetive
thange in all staff inembeis in a saved district. The efficiency of this strategy also should be
questioned. In must instances, efforts to induce larTe g-oup affective changes of the type desired
tend to be time-eonsuming, relatively ineffectual, and have low cost-effectiveness. Also, .)oeli el-
forts may have an effect opposite the one desired, especially when directed toward those staff
members who already exhibit positive affective behaviors.

A final approach simply would be to involve only those staff members who are known to
eNhibit positive feelings toward the innovation, and then have them influence other members

13R. R. Blake anti j. S. Mouton, "Conformity, Resistance, and Conversion," in 1. A. Berg
and B. M. Bass (eds.), Confin-mity and Deviation. New York: Harper, 1961, pp. 19-20.



through normal intelac non tartans. The third strategy also could be questioned on the grounds
of its cost-effectiveness although such an approach probably could be developed.

In analyzing all of the above appioaches, The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
selek Led one for stud\ which ' ill be described in this paper. Our strategy was selected because
it was viewed (a) as being more cost effective than the three strategic., described above, (b) as
being inure directive in its focus, and (c) as being inure adaptable in actual school settings.

The specific approach proposed can be described as follows:

1. First, every staff member in a target district will be administered three short scales that
will be used to differentiate among them in terms of their orientation toward innovation
or & Flange, their attitudes towards career education and thirdly, their commitment to
same.

Next, those staff members identified as not being change-oriented will be asked to par-
ticipate in a special seminar that focuses upon changing their attitudes towards change
and more specifically, towards career education, per se, the Comprehensive Career Edu-
cation Attitude Change Module.

Identifying The Resistive Staff

In investigating the problem of identifying resistive staff. a concentrated effort was made to
develop a valid and reliable instrument to gain a better understanding of the characteristics of the
prospective adopter. To this end an attitude scale was designed to measure various levels of staff
attitudes towards career education. The instrument utilized three different subscales for the pur-
pose of e,aining greater potential in interpr,..ti%,e power in measuring attitudes than a single summa-
tive score. The final instrument. The Comprehensive Career Education (CCE) Staff Develkipment
Questionnaire was designed to generate a multidimensional attitude profile to enable local educa-
tional personnel a broader pie tine Of the attitudes of a Local Education Agency in order to make
more realistic decisions regarding their career education efforts.

Description of The Subscales

Krathwoh114 states that the lowest level of valuing is typically called a belief, i.e., accepting
a value. At the highest level, the terms "commitment" or "conviction" are more appropriate than
belief. Subscale I, The "Acceptance" scale was designed to measure educational staff acceptanec

14Krathwohl, 13. S. Bloom, and B. B. Mason, "Taxonomy of Educatic''ial Objective," Hand
book Affretive Domain, New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1956. pp. 139-141.



tic prilk 11/1C1 and t. pts of cal( c I edllt,,uloll. K I atkV011115 chaiatteri /es.111 attitude in the
e IC%el as an t c (WA ept of %vot th that is illtCI-11.1h/Cd deeply cough to he a tun

rationing I, t,e un I)eh,lvtol, and that the peISOil iS pei Lt I% ell I1V MIKIS aS lit/1(161V, Ill('

belII II value.

Subseale II has been labelled the "Commitment Scale" which is more action oriented anti
deals more directly w:th staff imokeinent in cared education. Kratliwoh116 describes belief at
this level as involving a high cicgiee of certainty. The ideas of "conviction" and "certainty beyond
a shadow of a doubt" help to convev further the level of behavior intended.

The third subsealc was designed to differentiate between innovation and early adopters as
contrasted with "loggers" who are slow to change. It was developed utilizing Russell's17 measure-
ment of the orientation of vocational teachers. The purpose of including this subscale was to
measure change orientation of educators without reference to career education or vocational edu-
cation. Test items having- reference to the work ethic philosophy were deleted from this subscale.

In our initial testing of the ,cales..111 attendance area of a large southern school district con-
sisting, of 577 teachers were administered the questionnaire described above. Evidence indicated
that there are essentially direc broad classifications of educators. The first group of educators
Were identified as being enthusiastic toward change and actively sought new teaching methods and
techniques. A second group in the study were classified as indifferent to change and were not
supportive of an adopting program. The third group, scoring lowest on a IllUltidinlenSiOnill atti-
tude profile, represented staff who were resistive to change and may actively oppos,: any inter-
ruption within the school setting.

One of the interesting findings Liming this study was that within each subgroup thole was a
wide variation of attitudes toward causer e 'ueation. For example, one-third of the group that
sc ()red high in change orientation scored in the lowei gnat tile on the commitment subscale. Re-
search indicates that thete are many staff members who view vocational education unfavorably
or have biases toward education lot employment. The profile generated supports the idea that
staff may be hi.41ily favored toward change but be in opposition toward career education.

Another significant finding was the lack of any clear pattern of response in the acceptance
subscale. This scale seems to be a function of the characteristics of the situation in which a per-
son found himself. The score is dependent upon the demand characteristics of the situation and

15Krathwohl. ibid., p. 1-19.

16Krathwold, ibid.. p. 150.

17Earl B. Russell, "The Measurement of the Change Orientation of Vocational Teac hers."
Vie Centel for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Research and Development Series No. 77, December 1972.
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does not reflect a deep Loin tctk regarding carer education. This subseale is impoi tam. as an
oblique technique in older to get a more accurate teading on the commitment Neale. It is leeonl
mended that staff members identified as not being change-oriented be asked to participate in a
special seminar that focuses upon chaugnig theii attitudes toward career edut ation i.e., The ccE
Atutink (,hang, Module. The specific package that the low change-olic nut! staff mem
bens would be asked to complete before proceeding with the ieniainder of the stall dcy L101)111(.111

sequenees has the following purposes

1. To involve participants in (raining activities that will increase the likelihood of con
tinued participation 111 the in-service program.

2. To persuade participants to critically assess career education materials in older to inte-
grate this information with their areas of expertise.

,3. To engage participants in discrepant behavior inconsistent with their private feelings to
optimize an attitude change favoring career education,

The selected strategy was developed from th, theoretical base of Festinger's cognitive dis
sonance theory. The strategy utilizes empii ical research findings that have demonstrated effeetive
behavioral change. Then by careful design, this type of laboratory can be extrapolated into a
practical teacher education seminar to affect a predicted change in teacher attitude. The field
tested strategy reported in this study demonstrates that educatots and researchers can work to-
gether in bridging the gap between behavioral science and education in the "real life setting.

Cognitive Dissonance Theory

The theory of cognitive dissonance incorporates cognitive elements and their relationships.
These are items of confirmation or cognition about one's self . one's behavior, or one's env iromnen
A person likes to think that his attitudes, beliefs, and related behavior form a consistent pattern.
Incongruity between a person's private beliefs and behavior results in a sense of imbalance what
Festinger refers to as dissonance. heie are several theories on the need to correct dissonance
called cognitive consistency theories. They deal with perceived inconsistencies and assert that in
consistencies generate tension. They postulate that a person with dissonance will behave so that
he maximizes the internal consistency of his cognitive system.

Festinger1 R v as the first to publish explicit formulation of dissonance theory in this 1957
volume, .1 Theory Cognitivc Dissonancy. As Festinger19 and others have shown, the weighing of

18Lcon Festinger4 Theory of Cognitirt Dissonance. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University
Press, 1957, p. 37.

19Leon Festinger, et al., Conflict Decision and Dissonance. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 19%1, pp. 158-592.



alternativ es is mini altA it pi ios to (lit tltcllloli, alit I tilt' :shin (hoe Is gi eat t sa.ti ii.1.1111t;

holi('land ti,11 into , 1)1si41natii (10111 Is .1 INC% l)1 nu Iplt III '11.11144111. I )1 t.

ill unplt imit ,t..te ttl Allan \ 111.11 iIt.11ts /111 111.14 It Ilk! It) 1114111%.111. .1 pt 114)11 It) ICtillt t Slit. iii
L(OnShtellt (.1111Ci121) IVAN t lilt t %VA% %% lilt II .1 pi l 11141111 ell tikt11.1).111t le% 1.)1.1Wt 11 t 0$...11111..11N

anti 1)eliav ior ( all be wilt', ed.

I. He can, In general, t !hinge ails 01 all of th.: cognitions so they will lead more stionglv to
the expression made.

He can increase the felt itnpin cane e of the intrinsic rewards or punishments that led to the
discrepant behavior.

3. He Lail reduce 01 ci:mpletely eliminate his dissonance by changing his private opinion so
that it is more consistent with the expression made.

central Hypothesis of the theoi y holds that the presence of dissonance gives rise to pressure
to reduce that dissonance. The stiength of this pressure is a direct function of the magnitude of the
existing dissonance. It becomes essential that dissonance arousal become a major manipulative tech
uiqut in order to predict dissonance retitle tiun. It is possible to arouse cognitive dissonance and iii
crease eommitment I)) employ ing role play iug. Thc procedures require that the negatively attracttii
person act as it he was positively attracted to the situation.

Operational Plan For Module Design

Mans, pi oblems had to be overcome in designing an attitude change module based 011 the Oh
pll ILA bast. Of cognitive dissonance them). One of the most difficult problems is addressed by
Fislibein21 regarding the conditions of subject choice. He states:

The experimental fostering of the individual's belief that he has relative freedom i.fLhoice
about whether en not he complies with the discrepant leeriest is a major problem. It the
person feels that he has been coerced. little dissonance and consegeent attitude change
will result. On the other hand, if subjects are actually allowed to agree or disagree freely
with the request to comply, few may comply. After all, why should anyone agree to
support a position with which he disagrees or engage ill behavior which is unpleasant to
him?

20Arthur R. Cohen, "Attitudinal Consequences of induced Discrepancies Between Cognitions
and Bella% ior" in Martin rishbein, Readings in Attitude Thetin and .11eamoement. New York. John
Wilt.% and Sons, Inc., 1967. p. 33.3.

21
E. G. Festinger and Carlsmith, op. cit and Cohen "Forced Compliance through Positive

Inducement, Perceived Choice and Attitude Change," in Readings in .1 ttitude Theory and Meamire
ment. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.. 1967, p. 339.



It must be cilipleasucd that in tittle' to appl e clissun,ul.e theory in a plat. tical prugiani.
one cannot itst .oust'U.t .t tiaclitional [cache] ctle.ation \vorkshop. One impoitant point Ill design
in.; a program is that incenti c mem. coercion. and audio' itatice teehniques nia \ not be used
.h 111.111ipUlatITIS are likek to ledut. e the likelihood of .in attitude change. (:hoick is
an essential condition e hit 11 plccludcs the eumplete autonomy of the subject to decide whether ur
not to participate and remain in the program.

Individual choice has been ealc et.nsidei ed in the planning strategy for invoicing resistive
teak hers in discrepant be'l't kn. Choice points are structured at critical tines to minimize coercion
and e \pelimental manipulation. Teachersh the opportunity to exercise free choke in whether
or nut to identifc themselves on the pretest, which is an attitudinal questionnaire identified as a c.i
reel- education instrument. It is a basis for selecting the experimental sample.

In our stud\ each participant was notified by personal letter mailed from The Center for Voca-
tional and Technic.il Education. The teacher again had to exercise choke regarding participation in
.1 career education workshop. Another critical choice point designed into the treatment permitted
t:ie participant to ehoose his:her posture regarding the career education program. Each teacher chose
to defend ul oppose the career education plogr,un. At no time during the experiment were the par-
ticipants coerced to continue the program.

A seeund critical feature of our attitude in :er\ ice education program was to employ dissonance
arousing manipulations to encourage invok einem in learning activities inconsistent with private feel-
ings. To be able to engage participants to support a position which is disagreeable required great
deal of experimental ingenuity . There had to be some justification for personal involvement in an
unpleasant task but nut to the point w here the participant could disengage himself from the discrep-
ant behavior.

The importance of role play ing to induce attitudinal t hange has been verified by research. Role
pile ing as an engaging teehnique in discrepant beim\ ;or is emphasized by Kelly 22 who states that

plat ing offers a person the opportunity of "try ing on" new beim\ iois under relatively safe eon
ditions. It is as if .site has a protective mask to -ex plot.: his world without wholly and irrevocably
eommitting oneself." As a subject continues to act discrepantly frum his beliefs. he sees little pros
peer of publicly canceling out the discrepant behavior.

High euminitment eonditions existed when the participants were asked to record a statement
on videotape:. As the person cirwed himself along with other group members, it became more diffi
cult to neutralize his discrepant beha\mr. I`his is especially title because free choice was used in
structuring the experimental situation.

One of the significant features in our stuck was to isolate the elements and maximize the dis
sonance between the two elements or cluster of elements. It was essential that we make a conscious

22G. A. Kelly. .11u. Psychology of Personal Constructs. New York: Norton, 1955, p. 373.



effort to "bloc k all methods of dissonance reduction except one. i.e.. changing one's private
position to ill Ilk 11101 C nt..111) with the position expressed. To rule out the possibility that the
e ntal st sting i, ci eatily, dissonance, an initial encounter group experience was planned. Each
pal to want 0..I5 nradc to feel.i part of the gioup through littera,. don, ct eating a safe cm-nonntent in
vvhich to experiment.

'Teacher workshops often appeal for acceptance of specific ideas ot program information with
out presenting rival ideas. Dissonance can be aroused through defensive reactions on the pal t of the
participants since they are not given an opportunity to eumpare and view eutinter arguments. Hovland,
et al.,23 demonstrated that a two sided program is Inure effective in changing the opinion of those
initially opposed to the program. An experiment conducted by Tumsdaine and Janis24 clearly in-
dicates that the subjects who received the two-sided eummunications are able to maintain the adopted
attitude.

Rival ideas and comparisons are a major feature of our teacher attitude program. The impor-
tance of two-sided communications is emphasized by the numerous instructional "hand-out" mate-
rials. Reading kits were prepared representing extreme pro and eon positions on career education.
Each participant chose a position and was given a packet with reading material to support him. in
order to reduce suspicion regarding these positions, the program objectives specify learning of class-
room teaching teehniques (rule play ing and videotape recordings). The intent was to create the illu-
sion that the content (eareer education material) is a secondary feature of the program. Although a
subject chooses to take a position inconsistent with his private attitadcs, dissonance arousal dues not
occur until an overt expression is made.

Summary

The Problem And Methodology

In service education is a planned piocess for influencing teacher behavior with the intent of
changing conditions and instructional practices in the classroom. As educational change oceuis,
attempts must be made to involve all teachers in an organized program of in-service education. in
planning in-service activities, it is important to recognize that many teachers often defend the tra-
ditional content and approaches in education and resist change. Unless effective means are devel-
oped to encourage the resistive teacher to attend in-service education programs for the purpose of
change, there will be little chance of achieving intended outcomes. The problem is that staff devel-
opment specialists and program developers have not developed effective in-service strategies to

23C. I. Hovland: A. A. Tumsdaine: and F. D. Sheffield, Experiments on Mass Communications.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949.

24A. A. Tumsdaine and I. L. Janis, "Resistance to 'Counter Propaganda' Produced by One-Sided
and Two-Sided 'Propaganda Presentations'," Public Opinion Qua, fray, 1953, Vol. 17, pp. 311-318.
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influence the behavioi change of resistive teachers. Therefene. the purpose of our attitude change
study was to develop an in sery n attitude Jiang.: module and to field test it in order to compare
short term effects of this method of intervention on the attitude of dissident teachers.

We etnupared the attitude change cxperieneed by resistive teat hies as a iesult iii being M Iro led

to field test a career oducatnui oiiilitUItnn unit developed by The Centel and undergo the icgulai
planned in-service education. tie also studied the effects of using a planned intervention module iii

the form of behavior mothfieation in changing the attitudes of resistive teachers compared with a
group of teacher, no[ involved in any eareer education ill-service education pi °gram. Experimental
subjects were sixt} teachers random!). selected Iron, the population of teachers who scored in the
lowest quartile in the acceptance subseale of the Comprehensive Career Education Staff Development
Questionnaire.

The sample utilized iii our study was assigned to three treatment conditions. Twenty teachers
were assigned to the attitude change workshop. twent} teachers were assigned to teach a career edu-
cation curriculum unit and twent} were assig,ned to a control group. The participants in the attitude
change workshop were permitted to self-select either a pro ur con position during the first workshop
setting. Upon making a selection, each participant was required to maintain the chosen posture for
the duration of the three day workshop.

Conclusions

Taking into cunsideration the limitations that have been examined earlier, this section presents
conclusions that were drawn from our experimental findings.

1. Resistive teachers can be influenced to change their attitudes in a specific direction as a
result of planned intervention developed on the theoretical framework of Festinger's theory
of cognitive dissonance.

A cognitive in service program designed to provide educational .staff information about
career education and instructional skill and field testing instructional units is not effective
in positively modifying the attitudes of resistive teachers.

3. Active participation via rule playing dues increase attitude change. Evidence substantiates
that both the pro and con role play ing groups experienced attitude change consistent with
their role. However. in order to direetionalize a positive change in resistive teachers. dis-
crepant role playing must be induced.

4. 'Poachers who self-select a position favorable to cared education and maintain that posture
through a series of role playing exercises experience a short ern attitude change.

5. The subseales acceptance and commitment changed as a result of treatment whereas the
change orientation variable remained unchanged throughout the duration of the experiment.
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The k hange olientation stale is A ICIAtiVLIV Ntable attitude measure L (impaled to the
subscalcs acceptance and commitment.

Recommendations

As pre iously noted. during all periods of change and especially the change we're now experi-
encing in career education. staff will view it (the change) in differing ways. It is suggested that staff
with differing attitudes toward change do not receive the same kind of in-service. Through our ex-
perienee during the past two dears, it appears both wise and cost effective to initially assess where
staff are in relationship to aceept;ng ur rejecting career education and Lical with them on that level.

Ae have found that dissonanee can be addressed effectively and that it should be treated before
such staff deal with the mainstream of program activities. This approach is in line with the basic
principles of in sery 'Lc which states that am, staff training program should be designed to meet the
needs of the specific audience.

Implications Of The Study For Teacher In-service Education

Teachers and their aetiv ities in the classroom are the concern of the staff development effort
within a school district. The ultimate goal of staff development is to improve and make more &flee
tiv e the educational opportunities provided for children. To accomplish this goal, educational re-
newal procedures arc being de,igned to facilitate, the professional development of teachers and other
staff members.

The public %l11001 teacher is eliaraeteristieally goal oriented and wants to be invoked in learning
situations that are important to him. If an in-service education program for teachers is to be success
fill in effecting behavioral change, the program must be designed to meet the needs, interests. and
desires of its clientele.

Although desirable. it is not always possible for teachers to plan and design program strategies.
Teacher training programs often stipulate learning outcomes that are required fur program adoption.
This emphasis On an engineering effort in curriculum development and program adoption may create
teacher noninvok ement. District planning, aLeountability, and specified program outcomes will tend
to reduce the autonomy of the public school teacher. As more tested products arc developed and
installed. man% teachers are likely to assume a passive, resistive role in the implementation pi mess.

Teat her indifferenee and resistance to eliange must be considered when designing in- service
education programs. One of the important implications of this study is to recognize as natural, a
teacher's resistance to influenee and accept it as a faetor that must be considered when planning
teacher in-service programs.



A desired outtoine of dirt study is to point out the importance of developing in-service programs
that are spccifit ally liesigimci for educational staff members resistive to change. Surprisingly little
research has been generated to study the characteristics of those W.110 arc resistive to influence. Con

sequcritly die resistive teacher is often viewed in a negative perspectiv c of being poor in the pet for-

want t this role. We view the resistivc personality as being innei dittctcd with a fit in philosophy
that ploy ides purpose and direction to life. Itesistance t influent t is characterized bt intik iduals
who art not actively seeking change, and therefore. are likely to be bettei adjustedind hay c reached
a murk. satisfy mg state of personal affairs. We also believe that special effort should be made to in-
volve pet soils resistive to influence in the adoption process because once sold" on the merits of a
program, they will provide greater credibility and have a more positive enduring effect in the total
educational environment.

As professionals responsible for the ongoing competency renewal of cur nation's educational
practitioncrs, du. problem of attitudes should be a critical one. The concept of career education has
scot pt the country during the past two years and has had long-lasting effects. During this period and
In tht futuic, local districts need professional adv ice on how to prepare all sub-sets of educators for
their new, role. During all new change periods. career education not exempted. there are thust who
for good and poor reasons .ttand up and oppose the new change being touted. Teacher educators
lutist be ready to extend a hand to their surrounding districts in an attempt to (1) study the disco
mince, k2, identify the individuals. 3; prepare special in-service programs, and (4) study the change
and effect of the in-service.

With 40 percent of our nation's schools still small in size and rural in location, and 2 -I pert ent
in suburban areas and 34 percent in cities. the diverse needs are evident. Only few of our schools
can afford to ha% e on staff a team of professionally trained researchers and in-service specialists. It
is for that reason we have universities and colleges staffed sufficiently to meet the present riccds tit

their state's schools.

We challenge all professional teacher educators to reach out, assess the problems your local
districts arc haying in preparing for implementing career education. Without your help, career edu
cation inaN falter which. in the end, means a more relevant form of education will in lust because
we weren't ready to take the challenge seriously.

Society is changing because education has and is changing. Let us all play our critical rules so
that history will record many new adv.inces for our country in the 70's and 80.s. Such advances
will be one measure of our accountability.
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